
Grocery shopping is a necessity when staying in a different city. Of course there are
your big supermarket chains like Lidl or Aldi but there also is a rising demand for
more sustainable alternatives.

We all know the feeling of not knowing why everything has to be wrapped in layers of
plastic or paper just for us to take home and throw the packaging away anyway. And
a lot of this, or other packaging often ends up in the seas or oceans. But we also
know that the transport of food from countries like Spain to us is a noteworthy factor
when it comes to the worldwide CO2 emissions.

In order to make food more sustainable, there are a couple of
startups here in Stuttgart I want to shine a light on that either
have innovative ideas to combat the vast usage of plastic
packaging, or that focus on regional and seasonal production
and harvest of groceries. t

Schüttgut (Vogelsangstraße 51, 70197 Stuttgart)
Everyone needs a supermarket. That’s why I would highly recommend checking out
‘Schüttgut’. Their appeal to the customer is the fact that they don’t use any packaging
on their groceries. Combine that with the fact that you can just buy the exact amount
of every product you need makes this type of grocery shopping very eco friendly and
almost waste free because it is exactly catered to the demand of the customer.

The store is 10 minutes by tram from the central station (Hauptbahnhof). Just take
the U29 towards Vogelsang from the Arnulf-Klett-Platz to the Schwab-/Bebelstraße
and from there it’s a 3 minute walk.

On their website https://www.schuettgut-stuttgart.de they tell you what you have to
prepare at home in order to still fulfill the hygiene regulations.

1. Decide on what you to buy at home

2. bring your own packaging / bags that fit everything you plan on buying

3. First use the scale near the entrance to weigh the packaging you brought

4. take the sticker with the weight on it and stick it on to your packaging

5. then get everything you want

6. at checkout they will weigh everything minus the weight of your packaging

7. btw. they take both cash and ec cards
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Plattsalat (Gutenbergstr 77a, 70197 Stuttgart & Sparrhärmlingweg 41, 70376 Stuttgart)

A similar alternative are the ‘Plattsalat’ stores in both Bad Cannstatt and at the
Feuersee. They are a shop that only sells unpacked/not packaged organic products.
As they say themselves they aren’t profit oriented and the goal of this whole initiative
is to make organic products more attractive and more affordable for people from
lower income classes. Also, they want to promote regional farmers and give them
their fair share of revenue.

They also offer a paid membership for regular customers which gives them
substantial discounts and even company shares.

My stance on unpacked grocery shopping is that it is a viable alternative to regular
supermarkets that produce a lot of waste and use a lot of seemingly unnecessary
packaging. Although it takes more thought and preparation to do it that way, I feel like
more people should make an effort to make their daily habits more eco-friendly and
sustainable. And as a result of shopping in this way you’ll probably get generally
better quality groceries and you’ll support regional farmers.

Organic Restaurant: Lässig (Gerokstraße 12, 70188 Stuttgart)

For an organic restaurant I would recommend you the ‘Bio-Restaurant-Lässig’ in
downtown Stuttgart. It’s a family business that has existed for a couple of generations
now. The menus they serve are strictly seasonal and Demeter verified.

They offer non vegetarian as well as vegetarian and vegan food. My dish of choice
was and still is the ‘Bunter Salat’ (colorful salat) because of its creativity of
ingredients and appearance. They actually also have it listed on their website where
they say that the slice of bread you get with it was baked in a wood stove in the
‘Eselsmühle’, a unique, old and hard to operate oven.

Make your way to the Lässig restaurant by taking the U15 Ruhbank (Fernsehturm)
for 7 minutes to the Heidehofstraße bus stop. From there take your navigation app of
choice and type in Gerokstraße 12. It should be a 3 minute walk from here.

A recurring theme with this restaurant as well is the focus on regional production,
seasonal food, support and fair wages for farmers as well as eco-friendliness and
sustainability.

In general I feel like every restaurant with such a strong attention to eco-friendliness
is genuinely support worthy, even if it might seem a bit pricey at first.


